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Join the peak body for dance in 
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Champion for dance with  
Ausdance ACT

1 adapted from ‘2015 ACT Arts Policy’ Acknowledgement of Country

Cover photo - 2018 Youth Dance Festival Leave No Trace, Photo by Art Atelier

This page - 2018 Australian Dance Week Big Dance, Photo by Lorna Sim 

Ausdance ACT acknowledges the Ngunnawal people as traditional 
custodians of the Canberra region. The region was also an important 
meeting place and significant to other Aboriginal groups. 
Ausdance ACT acknowledges the historical dispossession and its 
continuing legacy for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples.1
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Mission
To provide a number of high quality dance programs, not limited 
to any particular genre, which: 

o engage and inspire ACT dance makers, performers,  
audiences, and other participants in the ACT, 

o provide employment in the ACT for professional dancers and 
support for professional dance careers in the ACT,

o enable ACT pre-professional dancers to access professional 
pathways.
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President’s Report
It is a privilege to report to the dance community that 2018 was another very busy, highly creative, 
rewarding and successful dance year for Ausdance ACT. 2018 was also the 3rd year of continuous Program 
Organisation Funding by artsACT, which is appreciated.

Programs
It is very rewarding for everyone on the board to support the Ausdance ACT team in delivering -  
• 4 artsACT funded programs, one with 4 sub-programs - addressing community and professional dance 
sectors in the ACT; and   
• the iconic annual Youth Dance Festival which, with minimal (but much appreciated) artsACT grant 
funding ($10,000 grant of a total income of $98,700 in 2018), provides professional performance 
opportunities on the big Canberra Theatre stage, to a very large number dancers based at ACT high school 
and colleges, government and non-government.

A strong and consistent feature of Ausdance ACT’s programs are that they are all highly inclusive 
and welcoming. They are also imaginative, engaging and memorable. Here are some examples – no 
annual Australian Dance Week is the same as the previous Dance Week and in 2018 ADW was launched 
by the Minister for the Arts with Big Dance, involving over 130 dancers. Connexions brings together 
Indigenous students with professional dance artists who engage and inspire them with movement and 
stories. Open and Professional Classes (managed by Olivia Fyfe) are taught by a wide range of expert 
teachers from many different dance traditions and genres. Escalate Career Pathways Mentor Program 
responds to successful applicants’ dance preferences, backgrounds and aspirations and provokes all 
to extend themselves through intense mentoring by experienced artists, and a short performance 
season. Independent dancer Liz Lea, who is Ausdance ACT’s part-time Program Curator, provided a high 
professional standard of creativity and production for Australian Dance Week, Escalate and Connexions 
and initiated valuable work in the ‘Pay the Dancer’ sub-program which carried over into 2019.

Youth Dance Festival is renowned for the opportunity it provides for students to dance in a professional 
theatre environment. It is an ‘all in’, no audition event  which provides links to Ausdance ACT’s Escalate for 
interested students. 

2018 Youth Dance Festival - Black Mountain School. Photo by Art Atelier
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In 2018 the 34th Youth Dance Festival also gave expression, through the opening piece, to students’ 
deep environmental concerns, with an original work that students developed, with creative mentoring 
by independent dance artist Jamie Winbank. Also, at each of the 3 performance nights, audiences were 
shown a short witty dance film Use No Plastic by Canberra’s own Australian Dance Party. This film is a zero 
emissions initiative of Australian Dance Party in collaboration with Screencraft and supported by ACT 
Government.

You can find further details of all Ausdance ACT programs in this 2018 Annual Report. 

Funding
At the end of my report for 2017, I advised that artsACT funding for 2018 had been increased on 2015-
2017 levels. In effect, in 2018 artsACT funding for Ausdance ACT was restored to levels provided in 2010-
2014.  The purpose of this increase (which has continued into 2019) is to contribute towards actual core 
operational costs – mainly staff time needed to support the growing program offering.

The additional funding means that Ausdance ACT has been better able to pay team members, rather than 
having available only  ‘time off in lieu’ arrangements (which can be difficult to access, because of pressures 
of work), to smooth out periods of intense numbers of hours on the job. 

The board considers that the 2018 funding level is an acknowledgment by artsACT and the Minister for the 
Arts, Gordon Ramsay MLA, of the exceptional efforts made by a very small team volunteering many hours. 
Ausdance ACT adds significant value to the wide, diverse and busy dance sector of Canberra.

I am delighted to let you know that in 2019 Ausdance ACT enjoys the same level of funding as in 2018 
(adjusted for CPI).

Thank you
I want to record here my sincere thanks to every board member during 2018 - office-holders Nicole Price 
(who did not stand at the last AGM for re-appointment), Kym Degenhart, Philip Phung, Elle Morris and Josh 
Duke and members Sue Jones, Susan Johnson, Sarah McCarthy and Cheryl Diggins.  They have brought to 
the board a wonderful range of very relevant backgrounds, experiences and skills which enrich discussion 
and ground decisions.

Ausdance ACT cannot provide programs of quality without a team that works hard to create them. Thanks 
go particularly to Emma Dykes, Oliva Fyfe, Liz Lea and Jamie Winbank.

Thank you to the ACT Government – through artsACT - for their financial support for the work of Ausdance 
ACT. Thank you also to Ainslie + Gorman Arts Centres for their companionship, creative empathy and, of 
course, provision of accessible accommodation for our home base within this special, creative arts hub.

Finally, warm appreciation to all our members, volunteers, private partners, and donors. Your support for 
dance, dancers and Ausdance ACT is essential to our present and our future.

Lauren Honcope, President

2018 Australian Dance Week launch,  
Ausdance ACT President Lauren Honcope  
& Minister for the Arts Gordon Ramsay MLA
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Treasurer’s Report
I am pleased to present the audited financial statements of Ausdance ACT for the year ended December 
2018. 

As at December 31 2018, Ausdance ACT reported an operating deficit of $29,937 and total equity of 
$43,155.

The 2018 financial result is within the margin of risk assessed when the 2018 budget was set in late 2017. 
The cause is a short-fall in a new line of income, $28,000 of fundraising from non-government sources. 
The fundraising line was aspirational, made in the context of high total equity at end 2017, and reliant on 
volunteer board specialist resources to develop a fundraising strategy and action plan. These resources 
were not available during the 2018 period. 

Total Income for 2018 of $231,547 represented a 13.8% decrease on 2017, however the 2017 higher 
income included unused 2016 grant funding of $36,144.66, rolled over. There was no roll-over from 2017 
to 2018, though there was an increase in artsACT Program Organisation grant funding.  Our main single 
source of income for 2018 was a Program Organisation grant from artsACT of $129,900.  Our next-largest 
single source of income was non-grant income from the 34th Youth Dance Festival. 

The 2018 financial results are well above artsACT’s recommended minimum cash reserve of 10% of gross 
income (18.63%). artsACT also recommends that Program Funded organisations maintain a minimum 
ratio of current assets to current liabilities of 2:1. The recommended ratio was not met on 31 December 
2018. This being said, the ratio exhibits high volatility during the calendar year. As an example of how 
the ratio changes over a financial and operational year, at 31 March 2019, the ratio was 3.84:1 – almost 
double the recommended ratio.

Total Expenditure in 2018 was marginally greater than 2017, a highly commendable result given 
increases in 2018 in employee benefits (including salaries) on 2017.  

Ausdance ACT enters 2019 in a solid financial position with continued Program Organisation funding 
and – new to 2019 – Community Outreach Arts Funding from artsACT. The board has approved a 2019 
budget and plan of action with an intent to improve in 2019 on the 2018 result. I would like to thank not 
only Ausdance’s staff for continuing to deliver exemplary service and project outcomes to our patrons in 
the ACT and surrounding regions, but also our patrons and members for their support over the past 12 
months.

Joshua Duke, Treasurer

2018 Escalate III, photo by Lorna Sim
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Board
Lauren Honcope 
President

Josh Duke 
Treasurer  from September 2018

Philip Phung  
Treasurer  until September 2018

Kym Degenhart
Vice President

Elle Morris
Secretary

Members 
Sue Jones
Susan Johnson
Nicole Price until March 2018

Sarah McCarthy until November 2018

Cheryl Diggins commenced in September 2018

Office Staff 
Emma Dykes
Manager

Liz Lea*
Program Curator

Olivia Fyfe*
Project Manager – Youth Dance Festival & Open Classes 
Administrator until September 2018

Amelie Langevin*
Administrator September – December 2018

Lesley Porroj 
Finance/Bookkeeping until October 2018

Yuin Services P/L Chris Dragisic 
Finance/Bookkeeping from October 2018

Notes – (i) all office staff are part time; (ii) symbol ’*’ indicates 
person is also a professional dancer, dance artist or dance 
practioner

Project Personnel
Youth Dance Festival  
Creative Director & Choreographic Mentor - Jamie Winbank*
Stage Manager - Roni Wilkinson
Rehearsal Manager - Liz Lea*
Assistant Stage Managers - Samantha McNally*, Cerri Murphy & Karin Ronning Meagher*
Production Assistant - Claire Liversidge
Production & Design - KV Productions, Gravity X Media, Art Atelier Photography, Andrea McCuaig Design, 

Eamon Cross*
Work Experience - work experience students and graduates from high schools and colleges across 

the Canberra region make up our Youth Dance Festival backstage crew: Amelie Allarakhia, Amelia 
Andersson-Nickson, Odette Austin, Janaya Bright, Scarlette Coster, Carla Crawford Ramalho, Elisabetta 
Dent, Jade Evenett, Graeme Fennamore, Eve Kelly, Holly Martin, Casey Mognussen, Steph Sailer, Bek 
Siberman, Sarah Tollis, Emma Town, Madison Walker & Samuel Wilson Clarkson

Volunteers - Maria Efkarpidis, Ben Cox, Hika Aroub, student performers, board and staff

Australian Dance Week
Artists - Alana Stenning*, Chip Lo*, Ryan Tefler, Maheyrin Chowdhury, Canberra Dance Theatre, Australian 

Dance Party*, Liz Lea* and Katie Senior*, Debora di Centa*, The Dream Team and QL2 Dance Canberra
Production - Craig Dear, Sidestage Productions
Production Assistants - Hikma Aroub, Cerri Murphy & Karin Ronning Meagher*
Big Dance - local dancers and community participants
Volunteer - Lauren Honcope

Ausdance ACT team members at the  
2018 Australian Dance Week launch
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Open Classes 
Teachers - Emma Andersson*, Alison Plevey*, Sevinc Huseynli*, Natalie Ayton*, Debora di Centa*, 

Steve Gow*, Eliza Sanders*, Natasha Vujic*, Izzi Snowball*, Ellie Mostyn*, Jacqui Simmonds*, Jessica 
Ausserlechner*, Liz Lea*, Alana Stenning*, Vicky Malin*, Martina Young*, Nick Jachno*, Gabriella Green*, 
Jamie Winbank*, David Jackson*, Lilah Gow*, Catherine Wait*, Thea Kabadanis*, Oliver Ransan-Elliott*, 
Isaiah Chadwick*, Olivia Fyfe*, Tim Walshe*, Shannon Coates*, Georgia Powley*, Jamie Scott*, Holly 
Diggle*, Karin Ronning-Meagher*, Michelle Heine*, Rachael Hilton*, Shrikant Subramaniam*, Jackson 
Huynh*, Scott Elstermann*, Renata Commisso*, Elle Morris*, Luke Fryer*, Amelie Langevin*, Rachel 
Lariosa*, Aine Fitzpatrick*, Kenneth Spiteri*, Jo Clancy* and Marine Lechene*

Packed Lunch
Churchill Fellows Talkback

Speakers - Jackie Hallahan*, Ruth Osborne* and Philip Piggin* Convenor - Bill Stephens
Dance ACTivism

Speakers - Dr Brooke Thomas*, Jane Ingall*, Zsuzsi Soboslay*, Alison Plevey* and Liz Lea* 
Convenor - Dr Anni Doyle Wawrzynczak

In Conversation with Shrikant Subramaniam* 
Convenor - Liz Lea*

The Cunningham Curve
Speakers - Jessica Ausserlechner* National Gallery of Australia 
in conversation with Adrian Burnett, Head of Dance at the Australia Council for the Arts

Dance ACTivism II
Speakers - Alison Plevey* Australian Dance Party* and Ben Drysdale Rebus 
Moderator - Liz Lea* with environmental scientist Nicky Grigg

Escalate – Career Pathways
Mentors - Leena Wall*, Liz Lea*, Douglas Amarfio*, Natalie Ayton*, Steve Gow*, Olivia Fyfe* and Jamie 

Winbank*
Production - Craig Dear, Sidestage Productions
Stage Manager - Cerri Murphy
Artists - Ena Haskic, Maheryin Chowdhury, Clare Healey, Hikma Aroub, Tara Coughlan*, Sinead Skorka*, 

Claire Liversidge, Katie Senior* and Carol Blazeski
Dancers - Sophie Forde, Kat Brown, Holly Waldron, Evan Liversidge, Chris Wade and Harry Wade
Film Makers - Noah Nguyen-Luu, Ashlen Claire Harkness* and Natsuko Yonezawa
Volunteer - Robyn Brady, Celine Skorka Brennan

Connexions – Indigenous Mentoring
Workshop Artists - Jo Clancy*, Bangarra Dance Theatre artists*, Shana O’Brien* and Jye Uren*

International Day of People with a Disability –  
iDay Arts Conference: Disability & the Arts
Artists - Liz Lea* & Katie Senior*, Black Mountain School, CDT Teens, Extreme Stars, The Dream Team, Gretel 

Burgess* and Zoe Burgess
Production Assistants - Cerri Murphy & Karin Ronning Meagher*

Project Personnel continued
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Partnerships & Key Relationships
In 2018 Ausdance ACT’s largest single financial partner/supporter remained the ACT Government, through 
artsACT. Total grant income represented around 56% of our total income. Ausdance ACT is grateful for that 
continuing ACT Government support through artsACT.

It is important to note that income does not include the dollar value of in-kind philanthropy and support. 
Ausdance ACT‘s programs simply could not happen without the support of our 
non-government community partners and sponsors. We thank those who have supported us throughout 2018.

Australian Dance Week
artsACT

Ainslie & Gorman Arts Centres

Big Dance

Ausdance NSW

Ausdance Victoria

National Portrait Gallery

National Film and Sound Archive

Belconnen Arts Centre

QL2 Dance Canberra

Andrea McCuaig Design

Lorna Sim Photography

Connexions
artsACT

Namadgi School

Ainslie School

Majura Primary School

Escalate
artsACT

Ainslie + Gorman Arts Centres

Fresh Funk

Bom Funk Dance Studio

Lorna Sim Photography

Art Atelier Photography

Open Classes
artsACT

QL2 Dance Canberra

Youth Dance Festival
artsACT

Community Inclusion Partner
Rock Development

Media Partners
WIN TV

Canberra Weekly

Hit 104.7 Canberra

Her Canberra

 Production Partners
Art Atelier Photography

Lorna Sim Photography

KV Productions

Canberra Theatre Centre

Gravity X Media

Australian Dance Party

Andrea McCuaig Design

Belluci’s Italian

Actsmart Public Event

Ainslie + Gorman Arts Centres

Broadbean Catering

Membership
Ausdance ACT is dedicated to the dance sector. Becoming a member of Ausdance ACT directly contributes to 
the future of our dance community. 

Members today include independent dance artists, a range of dance organisations, private dance studios, 
dance teachers and students including high schools and colleges. Individual members who have contributed 
outstandingly to Ausdance ACT’s success over the years are recognised with life membership.
We are passionate about all areas of our sector, whether you are an independent dance artist, a cultural group 
or dance studio you form an important part of our dance community.

Membership rates continue to be set relatively low in order for them to be accessible and inclusive. You can 
become a member and see details of Ausdance ACT membership benefits https://www.trybooking.com/
book/event?eid=264040

2018 Big Dance, photo by Lorna Sim
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Open Classes
We hosted forty six teachers across 2018 including 
Emma Andersson, Alison Plevey, Sevinc Huseynli, 
Natalie Ayton, Debora di Centa, Steve Gow, Eliza 
Sanders, Natasha Vujic, Izzi Snowball, Ellie Mostyn, 
Jacqui Simmonds, Jessica Ausserlechner, Liz 
Lea, Alana Stenning, Vicky Malin, Martina Young, 
Nick Jachno, Gabriella Green, Jamie Winbank, 
David Jackson, Lilah Gow, Catherine Wait, Thea 
Kabadanis, Oliver Ransan-Elliott, Isaiah Chadwick, 
Olivia Fyfe, Tim Walshe, Shannon Coates, Georgia 
Powley, Jamie Scott, Holly Diggle, Karin Ronning-
Meagher, Michelle Heine, Rachael Hilton, Shrikant 
Subramaniam, Jackson Huynh, Scott Elstermann, 
Renata Commisso, Elle Morris, Luke Fryer, Amelie 
Langevin, Rachel Lariosa, Aine Fitzpatrick, Kenneth 
Spiteri, Jo Clancy and Marine Lechene. 2018 saw an 
increase in teachers and covered over 20 different 
styles of dance including contemporary jazz, 
contemporary, hip hop, Azerbaijani Folk Dance, 
musical theatre, breakin, conditioning, ballet, 
repertoire, acro, commercial funk, jazz funk, urban, 
creative practice, counter technique, jazz, contact 
& improvisation, showgirl, cabaret, Hilal Dance, 
poppin, Cunningham Technique, contemporary 
Aboriginal dance, Tahitian Dance, Irish Dance, 
dramaturgy and Bharatanatyam.
In 2018 we partnered with the National Gallery 
of Australia for the American Masters: Merce 
Cunningham Dance Residency. Our Pro Class 
participants joined the resident dancer’s morning 
warm up class held at the NGA taught by visiting 
artist Jamie Scott, sharing her knowledge of 
Cunningham Technique. Open Classes were taught 
by Scott Elstermann (WA) and Renata Commisso 
(VIC), sharing their contemporary practice and 
repertoire. The classes proved popular and were 
celebrated. Local participants were very grateful for 
this incredible opportunity.
Pro Class attendance was small in numbers due to 
the intimate nature of the professional independent 
scene in Canberra. The class has been fundamental 
in bringing together dancers on a regular basis and 
numerous project collaborations have arisen from 
this opportunity as per previous years.
Open Class has been popular in attendance, with 
a slight drop over the cold season. Starting off as 
a class for intermediate dancers and above it has 
brought in many professionals who could not attend 
the Wednesday morning Pro Class due to their busy 
schedules. Open Class has seen attendance from 
a variety of dancers from different styles and has 
helped them network and expand their awareness 
of the Canberra dance community.

In 2018 we presented both of our Ausdance ACT 
Open Classes at QL2 Dance Canberra’s Studio at 
Gorman Arts Centre. This was following advice 
from Belconnen Arts Centre (BAC) that our venue 
usage may be impacted due to the impending 
building works. We thank BAC for their support 
of our Open Class Program and are excited to 
now be partnering with QL2 Dance Canberra. Our 
Wednesday morning professional class (Pro Class) 
is geared towards professionals and independent 
artists, primarily contemporary dancers. Our 
Thursday evening class is for adult intermediate to 
professional dancers, of all dance genres.
Classes are low-cost and have given professional 
dancers and advanced dancers their own 
workspace independent of commercial studios 
or youth dance structures. Any intermediate to 
professional level dancer is welcome, local or just 
visiting. 
Our focus for the Open Classes was to expand the 
number of teachers we could present, and in turn 
provide work for the professional community. It 
was also important to bring in new teachers from 
different backgrounds in dance to share their 
passion, knowledge and skill.  Providing dancers 
with networking and creative opportunities.

Ausdance ACT Open Class, photo by Lorna Sim
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YOUTH DANCE FESTIVAL
2018 marked the 34th Youth Dance Festival (Dance 
Fest as it is affectionately known) and was a 
celebrated success impacting on a large segment 
of the community. 34 schools presented 55 original 
dance works featuring 1,200 students, over 3 massive 
nights at the Canberra Theatre Centre. 

 Dance Fest provides a platform for young people to 
express their ideas, opinions, and have their voices 
heard through dance. Our aim is to encourage 
and empower the young people of Canberra and 
surrounds to find their creative, truthful, imaginative 
selves; the festival aims to provide positive life 
messages, to celebrate the young artists and their 
ideas through an inclusive and accessible, supportive 
dance and theatre environment. 

“Over the past few years, as the festival itself has 
grown and evolved, so too have the themes for 
inspiration. In 2016 and 2017 the aim of the themes, 
“Be Loud. Be Heard.” and “Right Here. Right Now,” 
were to encourage you to think about the world you 
lived in, to discover and share stories of things that 
are relevant to you, to be brave, be bold and stand 
up for what you believe in. This year, the show title 
is “Make Your Mark”. For me, this is about legacy. It 
is about the people, places, things and events that 
have shaped our world and will shape our world in 
the future.” 

Jamie Winbank, Creative Director and Choreographic 
Mentor

 In 2016 the introduction of an opening 
choreographed work created in collaboration with 
the participating students, by Creative Director and 
Choreographic Mentor, Jamie Winbank was a highly 
positive move. This opportunity continued in 2017 
and again in 2018. The 2018 work brought together 
20 students from across a wide range of participating 
schools, with several participants returning for the 
third year straight.  

With the theme of the festival being “Make Your 
Mark”, it opened an opportunity to find ways for 
Youth Dance Festival to make its mark on the 
participants of the festival in many ways, one being 
how dance can look in a professional landscape. With 
this in mind, we invited and began a collaboration 
with Australian Dance Party (ADP) to show one 
of their short films from their “Moving to Zero” 
environmental campaign within the festival. The 
“Moving to Zero” film was shown as the Act 2 opener, 
and other inclusions in the collaboration included a 
“Moving to Zero” sticker for teachers’ goodie bags, 
and ADP “Moving to Zero” advertisement in the 
program.  

2018 saw the involvement of artsACT who created 
a short video following our Creative Director and 
Choreographic Mentor (Jamie Winbank) to several 
school visits. This promotional video included 
interviews with participating dancers and teachers, 
as well as “behind the scenes” footage of Jamie on 
his travels to schools assisting choreographically and 
workshopping with students.

2019 marks the 35th Anniversary of our iconic and 
much-loved Youth Dance Festival and we look 
forward to exploring ideas from the next generation 
of dancers and young artists coming through Dance 
Fest stage door.

2018 Youth Dance Festival Leave No Trace, photo by Art Atelier

2018 Youth Dance Festival Daramalan College, photo by Art Atelier
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ESCALATE
Escalate III had a successful three-night season at 
the Ralph Wilson Theatre, Gorman Arts Centre in 
2018 during Australian Dance Week. Escalate is 
Ausdance ACT’s career pathways youth mentoring 
program for young dance artists between 16-26 
yeras. The program is cross genre and enables 
young dance artists to explore different movement 
styles mentored by experienced artists from initial 
concept to presentation in a performance season.

Our mentors are experienced and passionate artists 
who have nurtured, supported and tutored these 
young artists through the process of conceiving, 
casting, developing, rehearsing, managing and 
presenting a complete dance work. These skills are 
invaluable.

Primary mentors were Leena Wall, Liz Lea, Douglas 
Amarfio and Natalie Ayton. Steve Gow, Olivia Fyfe 
and Jamie Winbank also assisted in the mentoring 
process complimenting the primary mentoring 
team ensuring that participants are provided with a 
wealth of knowledge and perspective.

Escalate III was given invaluable support by Ainslie 
+ Gorman Arts Centre through the provision of 
subsidised rehearsal and performance venue space. 

The Escalate III artists were Ena Haskic, Maheryin 
Chowdhury, Clare Healey, Hikma Aroub, Claire 
Liversidge and Carol Blazeski. We also welcomed 
Tara Coughlan, Katie Senior and Sinead Skorka 
into the mentoring intensive. Tara and Sinead also 
performed their new work in the performance 
season. Tara and Sinead are from Sprung!! 
Integrated Dance Theatre in regional NSW. Sprung!! 
are a company for dancers with and without 
disability. Their focus is on creativity, quality, 
integration and collaborations, a great match 
for Ausdance ACT. Escalate is proving to be an 
excellent project for bringing young artists working 
in different genres and from across the region 
together through dance. 

Canberra City News said:

‘Again, the eight-dance works and two films that 
formed the program displayed an admirable variety 
in approach by the choreographers and resulted in 
an interesting, well-danced program, supported with 
efficient stage management and evocative lighting 
design.’

‘An energetic biographical hip hop solo “Pass the 
Boundaries” created and performed by Carol Blazeski 
was the final work in a program which provided a 
fascinating insight into the diversity and quality of 
dance making in Canberra.’

‘Exquisitely costumed, Maheyrin Chowdhury 
choreographed and performed a solo in traditional 
Bharatanatyam Indian classical style, entitled 
“Woman of Beauteous Spring”, which displayed her 
finely honed technique to riveting effect.’

Excerpt from letter sent by Sprung!! Integrated 
Dance Theatre:

‘Aside from the fantastic talent on show, I wanted to 
say what an inclusive project it was and how well the 
diversity was fostered and supported.’

‘Tara and Sinead were treated as equals in the 
pursuit of quality dance and individual expression 
and as you are probably aware, Escalate III was 
the springboard for Tara being awarded an NSW 
Young Regional Artist Fellowship to further develop 
work with Liz Lea. This in turn allowed Sprung!! 
Open Doors program the benefit of Liz’s exciting 
choreographic expertise and facilitated further 
development of the Tara-Sinead Gemini duet in 
Ballina, and hopefully the opportunity to tour to the 
World Dance Alliance in Adelaide.’

‘Anyhow, applause again all around for your 
consistent hard work nurturing dance and the joy of 
dance in young people and ensuring this has broad 
reach. We hope we will have the opportunity to work 
together again in the future.’

Escalate III, photo by Art Atelier

Escalate III, photo by Art Atelier
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DANCE WEEK
Ausdance ACT’s 2018 Dance Week program was 
the biggest Australian Dance Week celebration of 
dance across Australia, befitting of the Nation’s 
Capital.

Dance Week was launched on Sunday 29th April 
2018, International Dance Day, at the National 
Portrait Gallery with our Big Dance celebration.

Big Dance was a sharing of indigenous and 
non-indigenous choreography that took place 
nationwide at 3pm EST. First presented in London 
the Big Dance program was formally handed to 
Australia in 2018 and Canberra was proud to be 
part of it. 

Created by Indigenous choreographer Frances 
Rings and New Zealand choreographer Craig Bary, 
and with an original score by Huey Benjamin, Big 
Dance is a free large-scale participatory celebration. 
Participation was open to everyone - all ages, 
all abilities and all experiences. Our Big Dance 
participants reflected the diversity of the Canberra 
dance community with dance elders, young 
dancers, non-dancers and dancers of all abilities 
coming together at the same time. Performed 
outside the stunning National Portrait Gallery, 
Canberra’s Big Dance was the envy of our interstate 
colleagues.

The Canberra performance of Big Dance was 
followed by the launch of Ausdance ACT’s 2018 
Australian Dance Week program by Minister for the 
Arts and Community Events Gordon Ramsay MLA. 
It was an inclusive, joyful and diverse event which 
rightly celebrated dance across Canberra and 
attracted a large and engaged crowd and featured 
by performances from Ausdance ACT Escalate 
III artist Maheyrin Chowdhury, Canberra Dance 
Theatre, Australian Dance Party, The Dream Team, 
Liz Lea and Katie Senior and QL2 Dance. 

Other Dance Week highlights included:  

Packed Lunch - new to Dance Week in 2018. 
Ausdance ACT’s newly launched Packed Lunches 
were a huge success. Dance ACTivism - 5 ACT based 
dance artists who create work with an aim to raise 
awareness for different causes including climate 
awareness, refugees, domestic violence and politics 
shared an introduction to their work.  Churchill 
Fellows Talkback – 3 Churchill recipients shared the 
research they undertook and the enduring impact 
of their trips. The program was such a success that 
further talks were offered throughout the year by 
Wagana Dance Company’s Jo Clancy, UK based 
classical Indian dancer Shrikant Subramaniam, 
Rebus Theatre and Australian Dance Party and with 
Jessica Ausserlechner, Program Producer, Programs, 
Education, Research Library and Archives at the 
National Gallery of Australia, in conversation with 
Adrian Burnett, Head of Dance at the Australia 
Council in conjunction with the Cunningham 
Residency during the American Masters exhibition. 

Escalate III Ausdance ACT’s mentoring program 
for young dance artists between 16-26 years 
performance season was presented during Dance 
Week. Artists specialising in different dance genres 
from across Canberra and regional NSW presented 
performances workshopped over four months of 
mentoring. 

2018 Australian Dance Week launch QL2 Dance Canberra, photo by Lorna Sim

2018 Australian Dance Week Packed Lunch participants
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We also supported 
Belconnen Arts Centre’s 
Dance on the Edge program 
featuring a range of ACT 
based independent artists. 
Artists included Alana 
Stenning, Australian Dance 
Party, Debora di Centa 
with Louise Curham, Gretel 
Burgess, and Jamie Winbank 
and dancers.  

Many local studios and arts 
centres offered free, trial and 
taster dance classes during 
Dance Week. Including a Dance 
for Wellbeing Class at Belconnen 
and Tuggeranong Arts Centre, a 
free beginner class with Canberra 
Modern Jive, an Acro Basics 
class with Ausdance ACT and a 
Romanian Dance Class with Folk 
Dance Canberra. 

Dance Week events enabled the 
employment of professional 
dance artists, as well as the 
engagement of community 
artists and further developed 
the event as an important one 
on the Canberra arts landscape. 
We partnered with Ainslie + 
Gorman Arts Centre, National 
Portrait Gallery, National 
Film and Sound Archive and 
Belconnen Arts Centre.

2018 Big Dance featuring QL2 Dance Canberra, photo by Lorna Sim

2018 Big Dance participants Canberra Dance Theatre GOLDs, photo by Lorna Sim

2018 Australian Dance Week launch 
Australian Dance Party with Minister for the Arts Gordon Ramsay MLA,  
photo by Lorna Sim
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CONNEXIONS
Ausdance ACT’s Connexions Indigenous Mentoring Program focuses on bringing together Indigenous 
students and connecting them with artists. This was the second year of our program which runs over the 
school terms. Running these valuable workshops during school hours and within a school environment 
assists greatly in ensuring attendance. Students ‘opt in’ to participate and we are regularly seeing familiar 
faces and returning students which is a good indication that the workshops are hitting the mark. 

Our first Connexions workshop for 2018 saw us work with primary school aged students for the first time 
as part of the program as well as high school students from Namadgi School. The workshops were led by 
NAISDA Dance College graduates Shana O’Brien and Jye Uren. As part of the workshop, students learnt 
movement from the Big Dance project created by acclaimed Indigenous choreographer Frances Rings 
and renowned NZ born choreographer, Craig Bary. The students were engaged and worked very hard to 
produce amazing results. Some students went on to perform at Big Dance on International Dance Day.

We were able to present Bangarra Dance Theatre for our next workshop whilst they were on tour to 
Canberra presenting their season of Dark Emu. This was a fantastic and inspiring opportunity for the 
young dancers. 

Our final sessions were led by Jo Clancy, a descendant of the Wiradjuri people of Western NSW and 
founder and director of the Wagana Aboriginal Dancers. During Jo’s visit we were also able to work with 
her to present an Open Class for local dancers and an informative Packed Lunch talk where she spoke 
about her methodology and ethos of practice.

Feedback has been that the Connexions program enables students to come together in a way they would 
not normally do and that it is the only program that directly impacts on Indigenous social inclusion within 
cultures of the First Peoples.

Our program reach continues to grow and were excited to welcome both Ainslie School and Majura 
Primary School in 2018. 
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OTHER PROJECTS
INTERNATIONAL DAY OF PEOPLE WITH A DISABILITY (IDAY)
In 2018 we were fortunate to work with Daniel Savage and Ainslie and Gorman Arts Centres to put 
together the program for International Day of People with Disability - Australia iDay Arts Conference: 
Disability & the Arts.

This one-day conference involved performances, presentations, workshop, panel discussion and 
networking for artists and arts workers.

This event was targeted specifically to those connected to arts practice including independent artists, arts 
organisations, and arts workers in the ACT arts sector. The event was open to all artists, arts workers and 
ACT arts sector organisations and their connected communities for people with and without disability to 
participate.

The showcase event programmed by Ausdance ACT highlighted performances by Black Mountain School 
(regular participants in our Youth Dance Festival), CDTeens, Xtreme Stars and The Dream Team as well as a 
performance of Gretel Burgess’ work A Stroke of Luck.

Ausdance ACT coordinated all press for the event which received significant media coverage.

AUTUMN & SUMMER REVELS
During 2018 Ainslie + Gorman Arts Centre’s ran two open day events highlighting the activities of residents 
of the centres. Ausdance ACT participated in both events presenting ‘taster’ dance classes during the 
Autumn Revel – hip hop with Chip Lo and Indian Fusion with Liz Lea. 

Attendance at the Autumn Revel revealed a lot of families visiting on the day so for the Summer Revel 
event we presented independent artist Debora di Centa who two parents and children’s dance classes.

We were pleased to be involved and both days provided a great opportunity to open the arts centre doors 
to the wider community.

AGAC Summer Revel artist Debora di Centa, photo Art Atelier
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AUSPICES, GRANT-WRITING 
ASSISTANCE, ARTIST SUPPORT,  
MARKETING & COMMUNICATIONS

AUSPICING
Auspicing is a service provided to members 
of Ausdance ACT. It is the management of 
grant funds for individual dance artists or 
organisations with little infrastructure or who 
are not incorporated.

Ausdance ACT’s auspicing services include 
the management of funding processes and 
provision of assistance for individual artists for 
dance development and new work. This may 
involve contracting personnel; employment 
and other legal requirements; advice regarding 
necessary insurance coverage; marketing and 
event assistance; coordination with other 
supporting groups or people; payments, 
attending to GST requirements, provision 
of accurate and timely financial reporting; 
providing simple financial report for acquittals 
and incorporation of the auspice funds in the 
Ausdance ACT annual audit. 

In 2018 we auspiced grants for Liz Lea.

RED was created with two artsACT grants 
auspiced by Ausdance ACT in 2018. The work 
explores Liz Lea’s experiences as a dance artist 
living with endometriosis and premiered at QL2 
Dance Theatre on International Women’s Day, 
8thMarch 2018. The season ran for four nights 
and was accompanied by an exhibition of Liz’s 
costumes over 20 years. RED was developed 
over 5 years by a creative team of 10 and has 
received critical acclaim. The work has toured 
to 8 venues nationally and to the UK where the 
work will also tour again in 2020.

MARKETING & 
COMMUNICATIONS
With her extensive arts marketing and publicity 
background Emma Dykes actively promoted 
the work and programs of dance activity in the 
Canberra region and provided an increased 
level of marketing, communication and 
media support and advice to local artists and 
members. 

Social media continues to be the main avenue 
of promotion for Ausdance ACT and the 
activities of our dance community. Our reach 
has continued to build, gain traction and 
increase awareness.

ARTIST SUPPORT
Grant development services and/or support 
were provided for Liz Lea’s application 
to artsACT for Community Outreach Arts 
Funding (this application was successful). For 
Belconnen Arts Centre & Tuggeranong Arts 
Centre’s combined application to establish 
community outreach officers for Gunghalin 
& Woden regions (tender was successful). 
Tuggeranong Arts Centre’s application to 
artsACT for Community Outreach Arts Funding 
for their Arts and Cultural Development 
Mentorship Program for First Nations people 
and other members of the ACT’s many cultured 
communities (also successful). A support letter 
and grant development assistance was provided 
to local dance artist Rachel Reid, whilst Rachel’s 
application was unsuccessful in 2018 the 
support and skills shared have assisted in Rachel 
securing artsACT funding in 2019.

Ausdance ACT team members regularly 
meet with local artists and provide valuable 
information on career pathways, funding, career 
progression and general practice.

Liz Lea RED, photo by Lorna Sim
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